[Changes in organ-specific enzymes under the influence of an enriched food ration in experimental cadmium poisoning].
During a 3-month experiment is studied the effect of enriched with iron, calcium, phosphorous and vitamin D2 food ration on the changes in the organospecific enzymes in everyday introduction in the organism of experimental animals of cadmium sulfate in dose 1/40 LD50 (7 mg/kg-1). The serum activity of GOT and GPT is traced in dynamics at the end of the first, second and third month, as well as the activity of gamma-GT, LAP and APh in homogenates of liver and kidneys. The changes established in most of the experimental groups and the dates of observation show an increase in the serum and tissue activity of the examined enzymes (GOT, GPT, LAP). The tissue activity of gamma-GT and the quantity of free sulfhydryl groups are decreased in some of the dates of observation (I and III month). Both the isolated effect of cadmium and enriched food ration and their combined effect are discussed.